Abstract. A new class of random spatial tessellations is introduced -the socalled column tessellations of three-dimensional space. The construction is based on a stationary planar tessellation. Each cell of the spatial tessellation is a prism whose base facet is congruent to a cell of the planar tessellation. Thus intensities, topological and metric mean values of the spatial tessellation can be calculated by suitably chosen parameters of the planar tessellation. A column tessellation is not facet-to-facet.
Introduction
Random tessellations are one of the classical structures considered in stochastic geometry. Two standard models are the Poisson hyperplane and Poisson Voronoi tessellations, see [9] , [10] . In the plane these tessellations are side-to-side. That means each side of a polygonal tessellation cell coincides with a side of a neighbouring cell. In higher dimensions they are facet-to-facet. In recent years there has been a growing interest in tessellation models that do not fulfill this property. A first systematic study of the effects when a tessellation is not facet-to-facet is given in [13] for the planar and spatial case, with a further planar study presented in [2] . Tessellations of that kind arise for example by subsequent cell division. Among these models the iteration stable or STIT tessellations are of particular interest, because of the number of analytically available results, see [7] , [5] , [1] , [12] , [11] and the references therein. They may serve as a reference model for crack and fissure structures or for processes of cell division. The development of new model classes is important for further applications to random structures in materials science, geology and biology -and the current paper contributes to that aim.
In this paper we consider a new class of spatial tessellations, whose construction is based on a stationary planar tessellation Y . From each cell z of Y we form an infinite column perpendicular to the plane E in which Y lies and having that planar cell z as cross-section. To create a spatial tessellation, each infinite column is intersected by planar plates which are congruent to z and parallel to E. Thus the spatial cells which arise are prisms and their base facets are translations (in the third dimension orthogonal to E) of the cells of Y . The resulting three-dimensional tessellation Y is called a column tessellation. The intersecting plates of a column are positioned so that no plate is coplanar with a plate of a neighbouring column. Hence cells in neighbouring columns do not have a common facet. Therefore the tessellation Y is not facet-to-facet. The definitions of how the plates intersect the columns can vary, thus giving scope to consider different cases -and so to construct a rich model
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class. The column tessellations we study are a generalization of less general column constructions considered in [13] and a modification of stratum mosaics introduced by Mecke [4] . Column tessellations could be useful to describe crack structures in geology, as for example in the Giant's Causeway of Northern Ireland (see Figure 1 ). In this paper we will explore the question of which parameters of the planar tessellation are necessary to calculate characteristics of the spatial tessellation. This is interesting, for example, when only a planar section through a spatial column tessellation can be observed.
The paper is organized as follows. To describe in detail the topological effects, for tessellations which are not facet-to-facet, we use the system of notations given in [13] . Section 2 gives a short introduction to basic notations of planar and spatial tessellations. In Section 3 the general construction of a column tessellation is explained, special notations are defined and basic properties are considered. For reasons of comprehensibility throughout the paper we often consider the special case, where the intersecting plates in a column have constant separation 1. This generates a column tessellation where all the cells have height 1. We illustrate notations and results for this special case. In Section 4 it is shown that intensities and topological mean values of a spatial column tessellation can be determined by suitably chosen parameters of the planar tessellation. Later in this section relations for metric mean values of the column tessellation are also deduced.
Basic notations
In this paper we study stationary random tessellations in R 2 and R 3 having only convex cells. We use the system of notation given in [13] . For a spatial tessellation (that is, of R 3 ), we deal with four kinds of primitive elements: vertices, edges, plates and cells. The corresponding classes are denoted by V, E, P and Z. The primitive elements are k-dimensional convex polytopes, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, which cannot have any other elements in their relative interior. An object belonging to a class X is often referred to as "an X-type object" or "an object of type X".
The intensity of objects of class X is denoted by λ X . It is the mean number of centroids of X-type objects per unit volume. It is assumed henceforth that 0 < λ X < ∞; this is the case for all example tessellations considered. Recall that an object x of X is said to be adjacent to an object y of Y if either x ⊆ y or y ⊆ x. Let µ XY be the mean number of Y-type objects adjacent to the typical object of X. Formally the typical object of class X can be introduced by means of Palm distributions for which we refer to [9] , [10] . Intuitively it can be considered as a uniformly selected object from X independent of its size and shape. For an element x ∈ X the number of Y-type objects adjacent to x is denoted by m Y (x). Formally, we write
, where E X denotes an expectation for the typical object of type X with respect to the Palm measure.
Because of combinatorial and topological relations within a spatial tessellation the twelve adjacency mean values µ XY , for X and Y ∈ {V, E, P, Z} and X = Y can be expressed as functions of three cyclic adjacency parameters µ VE -the mean number of edges emanating from the typical vertex, µ EP -the mean number of plates emanating from the typical edge and µ PE -the mean number of vertices on the boundary of the typical plate, see [13] (or also [8] and [4] where another notation is used).
In the facet-to-facet case, the k-dimensional faces of an X-type object are primitive elements. In contrast for non facet-to-facet tessellations we must carefully distinguish between the primitive elements and the k-faces of polytopes. For example a cell can have vertices on its boundary which are not 0-faces of that polytope. A 1-face (ridge) of a cell can have vertices in its relative interior, this is impossible for edges. A 2-face (facet) of a cell may not be a plate. Hence we use the notation X k for the class of all k-faces of X-type polytopes, k < dim(X-object). For instance P 1 is the class of the 1-dimensional faces of all plates, called the plate-sides. We emphasize that some of these classes are multisets because of the multiplicities of the elements. For example if a vertex v is a 0-face of j cells (note that j ≤ m Z (v)) then the class Z 0 has j elements equal to v. Furthermore, we define n k (x) as the number of k-faces of a particular object x ∈ X and ν k (X) := E X [n k (x)] is the mean number of k-faces of the typical X-object. For example it is ν 0 (P) -the mean number of 0-faces of the typical plate, ν 1 (Z) -the mean number of 1-faces (ridges) of the typical cell.
Sometimes we use X[.] for a subset of the class X, where the term in the brackets is a suitable chosen symbol describing the property of the subclass. For example, the subclasses of horizontal and vertical edges are denoted by E[hor] and E [vert] .
If a tessellation is not facet-to-facet, a face of a primitive element can have interior structure. To quantify the effects of this phenomenon four additional parameters are introduced in [13] , called interior parameters and defined as follows:
ξ -the proportion of edges whose interiors are contained in the interior of some cell-facet, κ -the proportion of vertices in the tessellation contained in the interior of some cell-facet, ψ -the mean number of ridge-interiors adjacent to the typical vertex, τ -the mean number of plate-side-interiors adjacent to the typical vertex.
Note that the interior parameters using the adjacency notation can be written as
using
• X for the class of relative interiors of members of X. We call an edge whose interior is contained in the interior of a cell-facet a π-edge and a vertex in the interior of a cell-facet is a hemi-vertex, see [13] .
Naturally all four interior parameters are zero in the facet-to-facet case. In [3] it is shown that a spatial tessellation is facet-to-facet with probability 1 if and only if ξ = 0.
Some further notations will be given later. The initial point of the construction of a column tessellation is a stationary planar tessellation Y in a fixed plane E which, without loss of generality, is assumed horizontal. The classes of planar primitive elements of Y are V (vertices), E (edges) and Z (cells). Their intensities λ X and the adjacency mean values µ XY , X, Y ∈ {V, E, Z}, are marked with a prime. A planar tessellation which is not side-to-side has vertices located in the interior of cell-sides. We call them π-vertices, because one angle created by the emanating edges is equal to π. The interior parameter of a planar tessellation is φ -the proportion of π-vertices in the tessellation, φ = µ
3. Column tessellations 3.1. Construction. Based on the planar tessellation Y in E we construct the spatial column tessellation Y in the following way: For each cell z of Y , we consider an infinite cylindrical column based on this cell and perpendicular to E. Further we mark z's centroid with a real-valued positive ρ z . Here ρ z is a non-random function of some aspects of Y viewed from z, perhaps the size, shape or environment of the cell z, say. Such a mark is created for all cells in Y . Now, for each planar cell z, we construct on the line going through the cell-centroid of z and perpendicular to E a stationary point processes with intensity ρ z . The point processes on different lines are conditionally independent given the information in the planar tessellation Y . To create the spatial tessellation, a column based on z is intersected by horizontal plates, one of these containing each of the random points of that column's point process. The resulting tessellation Y is called column tessellation. Note that the lines through the cell-centroids do not belong to the column tessellation. Any cell of Y is a right prism, where its base facet is a vertical translation of a cell of Y . Because of the conditional independence, there are no coincidences among the horizontal plates that appear in different columns, and so (with probability 1) the cells in neighbouring columns do not have a common facet. Hence a column tessellation is not facet-to-facet. The intersection of a column tessellation Y with any plane parallel to E is a vertical translation of Y .
A simple case of this general construction is when we take ρ z = 1, a constant for all cells z of Y . For a column let ζ k , k = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., be the random distances of the intersection planes from E, then ζ 0 is uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and ζ k+1 = ζ k + 1 for all k. The positions of the cuts in a column are stationary and completely independent of the cuts in the neighbouring cylinders, as no information has been drawn from Y . Any cell of the column tessellation Y that has arisen is a right prism with height 1. For short, we call it a column tessellation with height 1. An example is given in Figure 2 . On the top on the left the planar tessellation Y is shown and the columns formed by the cells of Y on the right. On the bottom left we see the columns with the cuts generated by the parallel horizontal plates, using three different colors for three columns. Down the right we strike Y off because it is not a part of the column tessellation Y.
3.2.
Notations. Besides the basic notations given in Section 2, we need further notations for planar tessellations. Some of these are based on a relationship between cells and lower dimensional objects of the planar tessellation -an ownership relation. We describe the ownership relation using a function b (belonging to) as follows. A cell z is the owner z = b(z j ) of an element z j ∈ Z j , if z j is a j-face of that cell z, j = 0, 1. It is obvious that z is the owner of n j (z) j-faces and that any z j ∈ Z j has its unique owner. Furthermore we are interested in the vertices of a cell which are not corners (0-faces) of that cell. It is obvious that those vertices are π-vertices. We say that z is the owner of such a π-vertex which is not a 0-face of z. Thus any π-vertex
Ensuing from the mark ρ z of a cell z we define the following notations for the planar tessellation Y :
• based on the planar adjacency relationship 'x is adjacent to z ∈ Z'
where we later mostly consider the cases x = v ∈ V, x = e ∈ E and Figure 2 . Column tessellation Y with constant height 1
where z 0 is a 0-face of the cell b(z 0 ) and v[π] is a π-vertex and no 0-face of the cell b(v[π]) and, • based on a weighting,
where (e) is the length of the edge e and a (z) is the area of the cell z. Figure 3 illustrates an example for these notations and the differences between ownership and adjacency relation. The vertex v is adjacent to the cells z 1 , z 2 and z 3 , the edge e is adjacent to the cells z 1 and z 2 , hence α v = ρ z 1 + ρ z 2 + ρ z 3 and α e = ρ z 1 + ρ z 2 . For the ownership relation, it is easy to see that for the π-
Besides, v is a 0-face of the cells z 1 , z 2 and z 3 , then the class Z 0 has 3 elements equal to v denoted by z 01 , z 02 and z 03 with owner-cells z 1 , z 2 and z 3 , respectively. Hence β z 01 = ρ z(z 01 ) = ρ z 1 , β z 02 = ρ z 2 and β z 03 = ρ z 3 . All these α-, β-, γ-quantities can be understood as marks of elements of the planar tessellation. Each of these marks leads to mark distributions. The corresponding means are:
-the mean total ρ-intensity of all cells adjacent to the typical X-object,
) -the mean ρ-intensity of the owner cell of the typical 0-face or the typical π-vertex, respectively, and •γ X = E X (γ x ) -the mean total weighted ρ-intensity of all cells adjacent to the typical X-object.
Remark 3.1. Using mean value identities for tessellations given in [6] and some generalizations derived recently in [14] , most of the above mean values can be expressed as second-order quantities depending on the ρ-intensity as follows:
, where (z) is the perimeter of the planar cell z,
. Onlyγ V requires a separate argument:
where k E (z) := e∈E 1{e ∩ z = ∅} -the number of edges intersecting z.
Remark 3.2. To illustrate these mean values we consider now the special case when ρ z = 1 for all z ∈ Z. Formally, the second moment of the mean number of edges adjacent to the typical vertex is given by
, where E V denotes an expectation for the typical vertex of Y with respect to the Palm measure, see [10] .
The first and the last of the above relations are obvious. The relations for the three α-means follow from α x = m Z (x) in the case ρ z = 1. The β-mean value relations arise from that fact that the owner-cell of the typical corner or the typical π-vertex, respectively, has ρ-intensity 1. And the first two γ-mean values we obtain using again α x = m Z (x) for x = v and x = e.
Considering again the general construction, our aim is the calculation of intensities and mean values of the column tessellation Y from the characteristics of Y . For this purpose the following basic relations between vertices and edges of Y and Y are helpful. These correspondence relations between Y and Y will be more and more refined in due course.
Relations for characteristics of a column tessellation

Intensities of primitive elements of column tessellations.
As a first step we will consider how the intensities λ X of the primitive elements X ∈ {V, E, P, Z} of a column tessellation Y depend on characteristic of the planar tessellation Y . For those relations we need the intensities λ Z and λ V , the mean ρ-intensityρ Z and the mean total ρ-intensityᾱ V of Y : Proposition 4.1. The intensities of primitive elements of a column tessellation Y depend on Y and the cell marks ρ z as follows
For a refined partition of the classes E and P of Y into horizontal and vertical elements we obtain
Proof. With Property 3.3 we obtain (i).
Using Property 3.4 and the mean value relation
From the construction of the column tessellation (iv) is obvious. With λ V − λ E + λ P − λ Z = 0 we obtain (iii) and λ P[hor] = λ Z leads to (vi).
Further intensities can be calculated using properties of the column tessellation or relations given in Theorem 4.2 and in [13] , for example intensity of plate-sides: λ P 1 = λ Z 0β Z 0 + 4λ Vᾱ V , intensity of cell-facets: λ Z 2 = 2λ Zρ Z + λ Z 0β Z 0 , intensity of cell-ridges: λ Z 1 = 3λ Z 0β Z 0 . Note that for the calculation of those intensities, the interior parameter φ of the planar tessellation is a necessary input, because λ Z 0 depends on φ.
Topological mean values of column tessellations.
We now present the three adjacency parameters µ VE , µ EP , µ PV and the four interior parameters ξ, κ, ψ, τ of a column tessellation. To clarify their dependence on the basic planar tessellation Y , we need from Y the mean number of emanating edges of the typical vertex µ VE , the interior parameter φ and five already-mentioned mean 
Proof. (2) From Property 3.3 we have for the mean number of plates adjacent to the typical vertex
With λ V µ VP = λ P µ PV and (iii) of Proposition 4.1 we obtain (2).
(3) A column tessellation has horizontal and vertical plates
Obviously, µ E[hor]P = 3 and we have λ E[hor] = λ Vᾱ V from (v). Each vertical edge corresponding to a vertex v in the planar tessellation is adjacent to m E (v) plates; see Property 3.4. Therefore
and hence, with (ii) of Proposition 4.1,
(4) To find the relations for the interior parameters we have to refine the correspondence relations between Y and Y into two cases: whether a vertex of Y is a π-vertex or not. To calculate the intensity of π-edges λ E[π] of Y we note firstly that all horizontal edges are π-edges and secondly that a vertical edge is a π-edge if the corresponding vertex v ∈ Y is a π-vertex. Hence 
Using mean value relations in [13] , further topological parameters can be computed. For example the mean number of vertices and edges, respectively, of the typical cell are
whereas the mean number of 0-faces and 1-faces of the typical cell are
Remark 4.3. To calculate the intensities and topological parameters of a column tessellation with height 1 from the planar tessellation, five parameters are needed,
VE .
Using Remark 3.2, Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 and the mean value relation
the intensities of a column tessellation with height 1 are
the cyclic adjacency parameters are
and for the interior parameters we obtain
Remark 4.4. In [3] constraints on the topological parameters of spatial tessellations are considered. Because the second moment µ
VE of a planar tessellation is unbounded, see [3] , in the class of column tessellations with height 1 the mean values µ EP , µ PV and τ, ψ are unbounded. Further constraints are as follows. 
Proof. For any planar tessellation we have 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 and 3 ≤ µ VE ≤ 6 − 2φ, as shown in [13] . Furthermore it is evident that 3
E we obtain the following constraints for the mean number of emanating edges of the typical π-vertex
Hence the constraints for
Applying these results to Remark 4.3 leads to the constraints for column tessellations with height 1.
4.3.
Metric mean values of column tessellations.
4.3.1.
Notations and mean values corresponding to the length measure. Firstly we consider mean values corresponding to the length measure for the object classes X ∈ {E, P, Z} in Y, those denoted bȳ X -the mean total length of all 1-faces of the typical X-object, where dim(X-object)≥ 1.
This means for special object classes E -the mean length of the typical edge, P -the mean perimeter of the typical plate and Z -the mean total length of all ridges of the typical cell. We can also define¯ X k and¯ X[.] in a similar way. For examplē
-the mean length of the typical horizontal edge, the typical vertical edge and the typical π-edge in that order and P 1 ,¯ Z 1 -the mean length of the typical plate-side and the typical ridge, respectively,
-the mean perimeter of the typical facet.
These notations do not include for instance the mean total length of all edges of the typical cell. Therefore we use again the adjacency concept, analog to the topological mean values µ XY :
XY -the mean total length of all Y-objects adjacent to the typical X-object, where dim(Y-object)= 1.
For X = Z and Y = E we havē ZE -the mean total length of all edges adjacent to the typical cell. Some of these¯ XY mean values can be easily determined, for examplē PE =¯ P ,¯ Z 1 E =¯ Z 1 ,¯ P 1 E =¯ P 1 , but other examples (see Proposition 4.7) are more complicated and demonstrate the necessity of the notation.
Using the parameterγ E of the planar tessellation Y -the length-weighted total ρ-intensity of the cells adjacent to the typical edge, we can calculate the mean values corresponding to the length measure of a column tessellation. Theorem 4.6. Three mean values of primitive elements corresponding to the length measure of the column tessellation are given as follows:
Proof. (8) Recalling that a column tessellation has only horizontal and vertical edges
With (ii) from Proposition 4.1 and the relation λ Eᾱ E = λ Vᾱ V we obtain (8) . (9) Similarly, for the plates of Y we have
.
It is not difficult to see that
which implies (9). (10) To determine the mean total length of the typical ridge we use the following
and we get (10).
Other mean values corresponding to the length measure of the column tessellation can be computed in the same way by separating the roles of horizontal objects and vertical objects. For example, the mean length of the typical π-edge¯
, the mean length of the typical ridge¯
the mean length of the typical plate-side¯
the mean perimeter of the typical facet¯
We also take care of results for some¯ XY . It is interesting for us to calculatē ZE -the mean total length of all edges adjacent to the typical cell and Z 2 E -the mean total length of all edges adjacent to the typical facet.
Proposition 4.7. The values of¯ ZE and¯ Z 2 E are given as follows:
Proof. Based on the properties of the column tessellation, it is not difficult to see that
which completes our proof.
For the mean values corresponding to the length measure of column tessellations of constant cell-height 1, we have (using the metric parameter¯ E from the planar tessellation) E = 1 2 ¯ E + 1 µ VE ,¯ P = 2µ VE (3¯ E + 1) 3µ VE − 2 ,¯ Z = 2(2µ VE¯ E + µ VE − φ) µ VE − 2 ,
,¯ P 1 = µ VE (3¯ E + 1) 5µ VE − φ , Z 2 = 2(2µ VE¯ E + µ VE − φ) 2µ VE − φ − 2 ,¯ ZE = 2µ VE (3¯ E + 1) µ VE − 2 ,¯ Z 2 E = 5µ VE¯ E + 2µ VE − φ 2µ VE − φ − 2 .
4.3.2.
Notations and mean values corresponding to the area measure. An analogue notation is used for mean values corresponding to the area measurē a X -the mean total area of all 2-faces of the typical X-object, where dim(X-object)≥ 2.
In this case we havē a P -the mean area of the typical plate, a Z -the mean surface area of the typical cell and a Z 2 -the mean area of the typical cell-facet. To determine mean values corresponding to the area measure of the formsā X , a X k andā X [.] of the column tessellation Y, we use two additional mean values of the planar tessellation Y , namelyγ Z and¯ E . Theorem 4.8. The mean area of the typical plate of the column tessellation is given as follows:
Proof Using the fact that each plate of a spatial tessellation always belongs to two cells and two facets, we have λ ZāZ = 2λ PāP and λ Z 2ā Z 2 = 2λ PāP . With the help of Proposition 4.1 we infer that
Also for the area measure we can consider mean values of typeā XY -the mean total area of all Y-type objects adjacent to the typical X-object. Again some relations are obvious:
•ā ZP =ā Z ;
•ā Z 2 P =ā Z 2 . But an interesting value of thisā XY -type is the mean total area of all facets adjacent to the typical cell, namelyā ZZ 2 . In a facet-to-facet spatial tessellation, it is easy to see thatā ZZ 2 = 2ā Z . Because each cell-facet is a plate and the class Z 2 of cellfacets is equal to the class P of plates up to the multiplicity 2. It is difficult to determineā ZZ 2 for an arbitrary non-facet-to-facet spatial tessellation, we only know thatā ZZ 2 ≥ā Z . But for a column tessellation we can computeā ZZ 2 , using the fact that each horizontal facet of a cell is also a facet of one another cell and each vertical facet is an element of Z 2 with multiplicity 1. Therefore we obtain Proof. It is obvious from the fact that λ ZῡZ = 1.
